Ractical Exploration of Vocational Rehabilitation for Students with Mental Retardation under the Concept of Comprehensive Rehabilitation

Shangnan
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Abstract: Zichuan District Special Education Center An ordinary nine-year consistent School, for mentally handicapped students to become independent in the future, half Self-reliance on society, Become a club useful only, Urgent parents' emergency, think what parents want, Vocational Education rehabilitation of mentally retarded students through various forms, provides a variety of services for it and support, Mitigating their adverse effects, enable them to improve their social viability and job opportunities, Better and faster integration into society, adapt to society.
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1981 Year of the WHO medical Rehabilitation expert committee to the rehabilitation of the bring people with disabilities back to society. Rehabilitation is not only about training people with disabilities to adapt to the surrounding

The definition is: Rehabilitation refers to the application of a variety of useful measures to mitigate the effects of disability and The environment, also refers to adjusting environmental and social conditions around people with disabilities to benefit them Author Introduction: Shangnan (1981.7 - ), female, Han, Shandong blogger, Level two teacher, Research Direction: Education and training for children with disabilities.

When the geographic object of the study is large because of its spatial scope in distribution, Extension Long features, cause geographic objects to be difficult to generalize and summarize, consider deductive method.

Summary, Apply deductive pedagogy, The climate knowledge presented by teachers is just general

The geographical law of the sex. But for climate regional differences teaching, both focus on gas general rules for wait distributions, without ignoring the general rule of special geographical phenomenon so, teacher selection on teaching method, to combine teaching content with its own features, Select the appropriate inference method.
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